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With a systematic approach, you'll be well organized before your new baby arrives home.
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If you like this article, try these...
Part 1: Organizing your child's room starts with positive thinking
Part 2: Organizing your child's room ends with learning lifelong habits
Organize your bathroom for health and efficiency
Getting organized is habit-forming
Define your clutter to get organized

Congratulations! You've just learned that you're about to be parents, or
someone you love is about to be a parent, perhaps for the first time. What an
exciting time as you think about your expanding family and all the joy your new
addition will bring!
There is so much to plan, and so much to do before the baby arrives home where to start?
In addition to all the advice and tips you'll receive from family and friends, there are many resources available to you online as well.
These resources have three themes in common: (1) minimizing clutter, (2) using vertical space, and (3) arranging furniture and
supplies in a logical fashion:



For insights from a mother of quintuplets and second-time parents, visit Oprah Radio.
For a well written article with a very useful checklist to get you started, visit Yahoo!'s Shine site.

E-How has several articles that will help you get organized for the baby:




"How to Set Up a Nursery for Next to Nothing" for a step-by-step process and photos
"How to Set Up a Baby Nursery" with a short checklist and helpful tips
"How to Organize a Baby Nursery" to assure that it remains a calm - not chaotic - place

And, for video inspiration, use these tips from experienced parents and professional organizers:




Baby nursery ideas focusing on using baskets and maximizing limited space
Tips to organize a "green" nursery for your baby.

Above all, let this be a joyous time for you, your family and friends!
Share your own ideas here as well.
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